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                  Suffolk Wildlife Trust is Suffolk’s nature charity – the only organisation dedicated to safeguarding Suffolk’s wildlife and countryside.


We make a difference for Suffolk by managing nature reserves - securing a bigger, better and more connected landscape for wildlife and by inspiring the next generation through hands-on experiences with nature.
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                  We want to turn nature’s recovery in Suffolk from an aspiration into a reality by making space for wildlife across the county and bringing nature into the places where people live their daily lives. This is one of the very biggest challenges that faces our society today.
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                  Suffolk Wildlife Trust cares for 50 nature reserves, with fantastic visitor centres at Carlton Marshes and Lackford Lakes. Please help us care for the nature reserves you've enjoyed, by joining Suffolk Wildlife Trust.
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                  We have something for everyone! Events for tots through to teens, wildlife courses for adults, practical conservation volunteering, wildlife walks and talks.
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                  There are so many ways to get involved and support Suffolk's Wildlife, from watching a wildlife webinar at home to volunteering with us on a reserve. 
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            Harvest mouse

        

        

    
    
        Suffolk, with its extensive lowland arable landscape and river valleys, has become a stronghold for the harvest mouse. Despite populations of the species declining by about 70% in other parts of the UK due to intensive farming, a recent Suffolk Wildlife Trust study revealed that the harvest mouse is still widespread in the county.
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            Harvest mouse

        

        

    
    
        The harvest mouse is tiny - an adult can weigh as little as a 2p piece! It prefers habitats with long grass, but you are most likely to spot its round, woven-grass nests.
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            State of Nature 2019 Report

        

        

    
    
        The 2019 State of Nature Report has been published.
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        Craig gives up his time volunteering in the Bluebell Community Garden. Transforming the garden into a positive space for local people to enjoy, Craig has felt himself become relaxed and happier,…
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            New report rings true in Suffolk

        

        

    
    
        Just yesterday a new report highlighted our most up to date understanding of hedgehog population trends – our press release can be found below!
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            Project Manager - Enhancing and connecting habitats

        

        

    
    
        As project manager of this exciting Landscape Recovery pilot project, you will have a unique opportunity to help us to realise our ambition for a wilder Suffolk working collaboratively with the…
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            State of Nature report higlights devastating nature decline

        

        

    
    
        A landmark State of Nature 2023 report shows that nature is continuing to decline at an alarming rate across the UK, which is already one of the most nature-depleted countries in the world.
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            The Ocean Impact Investigators' Project

        

        

    
    
        Has single-use plastic peaked? Our Wild Learning Officer, Kirsty Wilmot, has been investigating our impact on the ocean.
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            A milestone for fen raft spider project

        

        

    
    
        A collaboration between Suffolk and Sussex Wildlife Trusts is helping to save one of Britain’s rarest spiders.
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            New hedgehog report rings true in Suffolk

        

        

    
    
        Towns like Ipswich are becoming increasingly important refuges for hedgehogs as rural populations continue to decline.
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            Landscape Recovery project to begin in south Suffolk

        

        

    
    
        In collaboration with two farmer groups, Suffolk Wildlife Trust has secured £750,000 from DEFRA for a 2-year Landscape Recovery project to restore woodlands and connect habitats in Constable and…
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            HS2 – new Wildlife Trusts report reveals exorbitant cost to nature 

        

        

    
    
        A new report published by The Wildlife Trusts today reveals, for the first time, the vast scale of the destruction and impact that HS2 will cause to nature.
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          Suffolk Wildlife Trust is part of a UK-wide network of Wildlife Trusts. It is the only charity dedicated wholly to safeguarding Suffolk's wildlife and countryside.
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      Suffolk Wildlife Trust: Registered charity number 262777
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